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Background

Periodic non-Newtonian waves form inside spray nozzle to enhance atomization

Discovery: waves form inside novel spray nozzle with
transonic steam flow and a viscous, non-Newtonian fluid

B

Importance: this represents new “wave-augmented”
atomization technology, as the waves enhance the breakup of
viscous, non-Newtonian fluids (which are difficult to atomize)
Applications:
• Manure slurry atomization for energy conversion + fertilizer
• Gelled propellant atomization for aerospace

Results and Conclusions
Wave Characteristics:
• Highly periodic waves form one at a time (no wave train)
• Wave cycling frequency = 1000 Hz
• Waves enhance atomization by crashing just outside the
nozzle → puree ruptures → small droplets formed
Wave Mechanisms:
• Formation: wave formation is initiated by KHI, where puree
wave pool surface is deformed to produce wave

Figure 3. Competitive fitness advantage.
Quantification of fitness was based on the direct comparison of log CFUs of one species to another. There was a
significant fitness advantage of group A, if not even more with group B through overcoming colonization
resistance.

• Growth: wave is lifted by KHI + steam shear + reduced
puree viscosity + accelerated steam from reduced flow area

Defining Terms:
• Non-Newtonian fluid: viscosity varies with shear force
applied. Example: ketchup, which begins to flow more
easily when it is being squeezed from a bottle.
• Atomization: breakup of a bulk continuous fluid into
smaller droplets in a spray

• Sheltering: wave blockage compresses steam on windward
side → pressure build-up and increased temperature
• Collapse: wave crashes as it “trips” on the beach (friction) +
pressure overcomes wave inertia + higher temperature and
steam shear reduce puree viscosity for easier breakup
A

Wave Feedback:
• Wave birth-death → bulk system pulsation → affects wave
• Pressure, velocity, and viscosity cycle and provide feedback
that perpetuates waves in self-pulsating flow

Introduction
History:
• Modern study of waves began in the 19th-century
• Even so, wave formation is complex, and many aspects of
waves are still under investigation

KHI = Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability (velocity gradients
destabilize liquid surface to form waves)
Figure 1. Sequential side views of banana puree (yellow) through one wave cycle. The collapse and disintegration
of one wave corresponds to the formation of a new wave, and this cycle is repeated at a frequency of 1000 Hz.

Objective: elucidate mechanisms driving wave formation
inside spray nozzle to enhance atomization of viscous, nonNewtonian fluids

Christian Worldview
Wave cycling is driven by pressure, velocity, and viscosity in self-pulsating flow

Significance: no one has ever studied non-Newtonian annular
waves with a high blockage ratio like the waves presented here
Why Banana Puree?
• Highly viscous
• Non-Newtonian
Computational Study:
• Banana puree is used as a surrogate to represent a general
class of viscous, non-Newtonian fluids
• Computer simulations model wave formation in nozzle

Future Work

B

Methods
Spray Nozzle Design:
• Annular puree flow is injected into a central high-velocity
steam flow just before nozzle exit
• Low GLR of 2.7% (lower is better → less gas required)

A

Figure 2. Sequential side contours of pressure with the puree-steam interface outlined through
one typical wave
B cycle. Pressure build-up on the windward side of the wave drives wave collapse.

Figure 3. Velocity at nozzle exit fluctuates
periodically with wave formation. A “wave
time” is the time elapsed during one wave cycle.

CFD = Computational Fluid Dynamics
GLR = Gas-Liquid Ratio (ratio of mass flow rates)

Evaluate dependence of wave formation on…
1. Steam velocity: lower steam velocity → less steam usage
→ more efficient atomization
2. Non-Newtonian fluid: compare response of Newtonian
fluid in spray nozzle to the present study
3. Geometry: alter geometry → wave physics change →
nozzle design optimization
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Modeling Banana Puree Viscosity:
• Described by Herschel–Bulkley model
• Shear-thinning beyond certain yield shear stress
• Viscosity lowers with increased temperature
CFD Model:
• 132 million cell mesh (more cells → better resolution)
• 2000 computing processors (more processors → faster)
• 3 of months running model
• This would take 125 years to compute on your laptop!

1. Intelligibility → God created an intelligible universe
that can be studied
2. Rationality → God gave us the capacity to know Him
and understand the world around us
3. Creativity → God designed us to create by re-ordering
that which is around me for new and useful purposes

Figure 4. Time-averaged Mach number. When
a wave rises, the steam accelerates, reducing
pressure and lifting the wave further until
pressure build-up from wave blockage forces
the wave to collapse..

Figure 5. Windward side of the puree-steam interface colored by puree viscosity through
one typical wave cycle. Viscosity decreases as the wave penetrates into the steam flow.
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